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4 000 PLN net

4 920 PLN gross

Basic price

Rowing and motor boat 

(fishing) 

„Agata 310” 

Technical data: 

Length - 3,10 m 

Width - 1,40 m 

Weight of the empty unit - 70 kg 

Number of people - 2 

Engine power - 1,94 kW (3 HP) 

Maximum capacity - 170 kg 

Design category - D 

Material of the hull - lps / GRP 

Hull construction - DOUBLE COAT, closed 

STABLE due to width and flat bottom 

 

IT HAS a keel and two redan, which gives good 

lead of the boat, 

 

HAS a keel which provides good leading of the boat 

and it has non-slip surface on the sits and the floor. 

Basic equipment in the price of the boat: 

- 2 cleats PCV in the back, 

- big locker in back with water drainage channels with flaps 

on  hinges INOX , closed on so-called "kandahar", 

- 2 rowlock sockets (stainless steel - INOX), 

- through bench in the middle, 

- mooring eye at the front (stainless steel - INOX), 

- inner and outer transom protectors, 

- water drain plug from the bottom of the boat, 

- deck color: grey, cream, white, 

- bottom color: white, green, anthracite, navy blue. 

 

If you are interested in other colors, please ask when ordering.  

 All of the prices may change, please make sure it is up-to-date before placing your order. 
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4 000 PLN net

4 920 PLN gross

Basic price

big locker in the back 
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deck color: blue RAL 5015

benches and flaps: white

bottom color: white

4 400 PLN net

5 412 PLN gross

deck color: green RAL 6018

benches and flaps: white

bottom color: white

4 600 PLN net

5 658 PLN gross

deck color: cream RAL 5011

benches and flaps: cream RAL 5011

bottom color: green RAL 6002

4 800 PLN net

5 904 PLN gross

* 2x railing INOX back (bent 

in the shape of  letter L)  

boat "Agata 310"

* 2x railing (handle) INOX L25

* 2x railing INOX back (bent in 

the shape of  letter L)  

boat "Agata 310"

 * 4x railings L25 (handle)

boat "Agata 310"
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deck color: blue RAL 5015

benches and flaps: white

bottom color: white

5 200 PLN net

6 396 PLN gross

* 2x railing INOX back (bent in 

the shape of  letter L)  

* railing basket INOX

boat "Agata 310"
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deck color: yellow RAL

benches and flaps: yellow RAL

bottom color: green RAL

5 250 PLN net

6 458 PLN gross

deck color: white

benches and flaps: white

bottom color: blue RAL 5015

4 500 PLN net

5 535 PLN gross

 * cleat INOX "cornual"

boat "Agata 310"

* 2x windlass (roll) INOX smal 

with self-clamp and ear INOX 

for weight 5 kg

boat "Agata 310"

* 2x railing INOX back (bent in 

the shape of  letter L)  

* railing basket INOX
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deck color: cream RAL

benches and flaps: cream RAL

bottom color: green RAL

4 650 PLN net

5 720 PLN gross

* windlass (roll) INOX smal 

with self-clamp and ear INOX 

for weight 5 kg

boat "Agata 310"

 * 4x railing L25 (handle)

* winda kotwiczna (rolka) INOX mała z 

samozaciskiem i uchem INOX do 

ciężarka 5 kg 
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deck color: orange RAL 2004

benches and flaps: white

bottom color: white

4 400 PLN net

5 412 PLN gross

boat "Agata 310"

 * 4x railing L25 (handle)
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